Siemens (Pty) Ltd., an integrated technology solutions provider, invites experienced and qualified National Contractors to express their interest in providing local manufacturing and assembly services for electrical equipment shelters for projects in the Oil and Gas Sector.

Siemens is participating in various procurement processes, and wishes to support the Republic of Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania in their respective National Content Development objectives by ensuring the development of local industry. The local manufacture and assembly of Electrical Shelters has been identified as a potential candidate activity for localization.

This Expression of Interest process is open only to Ugandan and Tanzanian-owned businesses or joint ventures that intend to conduct the manufacturing and assembly activities in either Uganda or Tanzania respectively.

Scope of Work
The deliverables shall include:
• Mechanical fabrication of weather-proof enclosures and mechanical support structures
• Assembly of electrical equipment within enclosures
• Testing and storage of enclosures

Minimum Requirements
Companies expressing their interest shall provide the following:
• Company and Tax registration
• Quality, Safety and any other relevant certificates if available
• Company prospectus
• Evidence of previous contracts successfully completed
• Overview of facilities and personnel available for the works, including of any proposed future expansions

Skills Transfer
It is Siemens’ intention to implement a skills transfer program to assist Contractors to meet the project requirements. Contractors should however demonstrate some existing capacity to implement works of this nature to the required quality standards.

Interested companies which meet the basic requirements may shall submit an Expression of Interest accompanied by the relevant documentation to procurement.SLN_ZA@siemens.com by not later than 12:00 East African Time on Friday, 19th October 2018 (maximum email size 10MB).

This is not a Call for Tender, and Siemens shall not be obliged to award any contract to any company responding to this Expression of Interest process.

For more information: